Mission Statement: 2019

1. To work with the client to create a domestic residential architecture (Design & Planning Only) that is:

   - Contemporary
   - Relevant
   - Sustainable
   - Innovative
   - Unique
   - Comfortable

   The architecture therefore is one in which requires the skills of an architect. Where it is a case of simply ‘drawing up’ the clients design I will recommend a more suitable person.

2. To work with the site and planning to create a domestic residential architecture that is:

   - Contextual
   - Fits Planning development plans & guidelines
   - Understands and takes the site into account; including:
     - Sun paths
     - Wind direction
     - Shading features
     - Topography
     - Existing traditional forms

2. To work to RIAI Good Practice, guidelines and conduct. For domestic projects I will use an adapted version of the “RIAI Domestic Agreement between Architect and Client.”

2. As a Grade III Conservation Accredited Architect I will work and advise on ‘best practice’ restoration and conservation techniques.

4. To recommend and work with other professionals where their expertise is greater than mine, including:

   - Site Suitability Assessors
   - Structural Engineers
   - Landscape Architects
   - Quantity Surveyors
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